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This image of a 25 Pounder gun crew of the 2/1st Field Regiment was taken at Bardia 29 Dec 1940.
It shows the separated ammunition discussed in the Artillery column below. The projectile is about to be
inserted in to the chamber and be rammed home so that the driving bands engage the commencement of
rifling. The charge in the cartridge case will then be inserted into the chamber.
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Southern Report
Since our last meeting our members have been busy with events such as the firing of the 6 Pounder gun
at the finish line of the Sydney Hobart Yacht Race and conducting tours of the Bluff Battery at Bellerive
which also included another firing of the 6 Pounder to commemorate the date on which the 8 inch guns
were first fired in 1885.
Next week the crew will also be busy with participation in the Royal Hobart Regatta and the firing of the
6 Pounder as part of the playing of the 1812 Overture by the Australian Army Band Tasmania.
Planning is well under way for the next Hobart Arms and Militaria Fair and we are looking forward to a
large contingent of the NW Branch attending.
The Editor is looking for more contributions to Cannon Fire. Email in your images and or articles for the
next edition as soon as possible.

North Western Report
The NW Branch lost a regular attendee at their meetings with the passing of Brett James
TARGETT, 21 Oct 1967 - 15 Jan 2016. His funeral was held at Devonport on Tuesday 19 Jan
2016.
Brett had attended several meetings of the NW Branch but due to his illness did not attend all the time.
He was a quite bloke at the meetings, but always sent an apology message if he could not attend, even
though he had not completed his membership application. A notice on behalf of the club was published
in the local press.

Militaria Column
National Boer War Memorial
Figure No 2 is well under way as you can see from the image below. So far all is on track to raise the
$4.5million to complete the project. All donations to support the Memorial are tax deductible. For more
information see the web site www.bwm.org.au.
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Image courtesy Louis Laumen the Sculptor
It shows the work thus far on the second of four figures for the National Boer War Memorial
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Image courtesy of Foxhole Medals

Rupert Edward Francis Fawkes, Esquire
District Mechanical Engineer, Sudan Government Railway
Presented for Recognition of Service

Order of the Nile, fourth class
Conferred by His Highness the Sultan of Egypt, 27th February 1919

Commander of British Empire
Presented by King George V, 21st June 1932
The Order of the Nile is Egypt’s Highest Honour and was instituted in 1915 for
exceptional services to the nation. It was re constituted in 1953. It has five classes,
 Grand Cordon
 Grand Officer
 Commander
 Officer
 Knight
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The medal above is the Officer Class.
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire was instituted in 1917 and is
awarded for contributions to the arts, sciences, work outside the public service and
work with charitable and welfare organizations. This is the first type with Britannia,
the later type with the busts of George V and Queen Mary was issued in 1936.
The levels of this award are,
 Knight and Dames Grand Cross (GBE)
 Knight Commander (KBE)
 Dame Commander (DBE)
 Commander (CBE)
 Officers (OBE)
 Members (MBE)
The ribbon is 44mm wide and plain purple for the Civil Division and the Military has
a central scarlet stripe.

A Mutiny at Anglesea Barracks – John L

12th Regiment Officers
Shako Plate
The 12th (East Suffolk) Regiment of Foot was first raised in 1685 as Colonel the Duke of Norfolk’s
Regiment of Foot and following several name changes adopted the first mentioned title in 1782. Prior to
its arrival in Australia it had 5 years prior service in Mauritius and South Africa (1843 – 1847), 4 years
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in England (1848 – 1851) and 2 years in Northern Ireland (1852-53). The latter service may have had
some bearing on the events that will follow.
The service of its 1st Battalion in Australia was memorable, Eureka Stockade 1854, Lambing Flats Riots
1861 – 62, the Brisbane Bread Riots 1866 and the 2nd and 3rd Maori Wars 1860-67.
The first Company to arrive per the Gloucester docked at Hobart Town 100 days after leaving Cork on
18 Jan 54. They were rowed ashore to the steps in front of the Ordnance Store, formed up and behind
the Band of the 99th Regiment marched to the barracks at the New Wharf1. Newspaper accounts
described them as mostly boys, raw recruits2 . Subsequent arrivals brought the strength up to around
1000 soldiers although this fluctuated from year to year.
Disciplinary problems erupted shortly after arrival with several soldiers being court martialled and one
received 84 days in the Military Prison. The press began to notice and report on several locals in
“pothouses” taking advantage of the young recruits3 and the Cornish Mount was specifically mentioned.
The growing gold rush in Victoria saw some of the Regiment transferred to replace the Military
Pensioners on the gold fields. Later drafts arriving direct to Victoria also had disciplinary issues on the
troop ship, with a large number confined for periods up to 74 days. In one case a soldier received 4 years
penal servitude and discharge.
Moving on several years and the regiment was dispersed at several locations in Australia and at many
here in Tasmania with detachments at Port Arthur, Eaglehawk Neck, Coal Mines, Campbell Town and
Launceston. Accommodation had eased at the (Anglesea) Barracks and a substantial number were
located there.
The local press4 began reporting discontent amongst the rank and file at the Barracks. Its report included
reports that one Company when paraded exclaimed “Free Rations or No Soldiers”. The report suggested
that the War Office had issued orders that hence forth the cost of a soldier’s rations were to be deducted
from their pay. It went on that this would result in a soldier only receiving a penny per day as his pay
and they had a just complaint.
This resulted in Colonel of the Regiment Lt. Col. Perceval writing a letter to the Editor down playing
the report of the previous day and seeking information as to the identity of the Editors informants.
The Editor responded that he was not divulging his sources and elaborated on his earlier report that the
whole of the 3rd Company had turned out cross belted and were only induced to return quietly to their
quartes by Sergeant Bush.

1

Warehouses has been rented for accommodation as there was insufficient at Anglesea Barracks.
Subsequent drafts were quartered at the Old Wharf (now the Drunken Admiral Restaurant)
2
The Hobart Courier 1 Jun 54
3
The Argus 6 Jun 54
4
Hobart Town Mercury 8 Mar, 9 Mar, 10 Mar 1858
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12th Regiment Cross Belt Plate
By the 10th of March it was reporting a Court of Enquiry was sitting at the Barracks and that “great
dissatisfaction prevails amongst the men stationed here”.
Over the following six months numerous soldiers of the Regiment were in confinement at the Military
Prison for periods of 2 days – 174 days. The sentences were spread out from April to December as the
prison only had only 14 cells. The below table includes details of the principals in the “mutiny”.

Rank
Pte

Name
John
NICHOLLS

Pte

John
COLLOPHY

Lt. Col.
PERCEVAL

Details
Arrived on Lancashire Witch 1856 Charged by Colour
Sgt Gibson with purchasing Pte Nicholls boots knowing
them to be Rgt property.
Received 42 Days confinement Jun- Aug 58
Discharged Sydney Mar 1862
Arrived on the Camperdown in 1854.
Deserted at
Sandhurst Vic. 1855. Arrested by Constable Gulliford
for Desertion following the Constables arrest of William
Burns for being in possession of a soldier’s smock and
trousers. Collophy remanded to military custody.
Received 50 Days confinement Jun - Aug 58
Deserted again in 1859 Described as 22.11 years, 5'5",
fair complexion, brown hair, blue eyes, Enlisted at
Limerick 28 Jan 54 Labourer, born Limerick
Branded "D" twice under left arm
Led a detachment of troops to the fire at the Royal Oak
Inn in Watchorn St. Hobart
Allowed the 12th Band to play at a performance to raise
money for the Indian Relief Fund (Indian Mutiny)
New Town Toll Keeper Charged under Mutiny Act fined
costs for demanding a toll from Col Perceval whilst he
on duty (Army exempt from tolls)
Discontent in Ranks by Regiment at ( Anglesea)
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Sgt.

William
BUSH

Pte

John
BARRY

Drummer Patrick
BERNARD
Pte

Robert
DYE

Pte

James
LEONARD

Pte

William
WEBB

Pte

James
DAVEY
John
DONACHER
Robert
GRANT

Pte
Pte

Barracks. Long entries in press and letter to Ed. by Col
Perceval. The Gov. Sir Henry Fox Young desired leave
in UK and protocol was that the Senior Army Officer
would relieve him. The Hobart Press were against
Perceval taking up the role of Acting Gov. Sir H Fox
Young approached General Macarthur in Melb to take up
the relief how ever he demurred as no doubt would have
affronted Perceval. The Gov then decided to remain
although his family returned to UK. Left per the
Tasmania to NSW to replace the 77th Rgt. Included 13
Sgts, 6 Corporals, 113 Privates 21 Women and 30
Children. The draft comprised HQ 1st Bn and the
Grenadier Coy. 3 Companies under Maj HUTCHINS to
remain in Hobart and Launceston
Apparently was able to diffuse the discontent in Rgt at
Barracks (see Col Perceval entry) Later served in NZ
and returned to UK with Rgt in 1867
Arrived on the Lancashire Witch 1856. Several attempts
at deserting. Received 89 Days confinement Apr - Jun
58. Received 89 Days confinement Jun- Aug 58
Finally deserted (4th) Mar 62, aged 26.2 yrs, 5'6", fresh
complexion, dark brown hair, grey eyes. Enlisted 12 Jan
55 at Woodbridge, a hawker, b Ballymore, Sligo
Branded "D" under left arm. Apprehended Yass NSW
Arrived on the Camperdown. Received 44 Days
confinement Jun- Aug 58. Fought in the 2nd and 3rd
Maori Wars. Took his discharge Apr 67 in NZ before
Rgt returned to UK
Arrived 1854 on Empress Eugenie. Deserted 1857.
Received 21 Days confinement Jun- Aug 58
Deserted again at Sydney 1860 27 yrs, 5'8', fresh
complexion, brown hair, grey eyes, Enlisted Bury St
Edmunds 23 Apr 51, labourer, b Harbish, Suffolk
Fought in 2nd Maori War, wounded at Te Arei Pa Dec
1860. Fought again in 3rd Maori War and drowned on 1
Jun 64 in NZ
Arrived Melbourne 1854, At Ballarat during Eureka
Stockade. Received 31 Days confinement Jun- Aug 58
Served in 2nd Maori War, returned to Sydney and died at
Victoria Barracks 9 Jan 62 39 yrs b Dublin
Arrived on Lancashire Witch 1856. Received 30 Days
confinement Jun- Aug 58. Served in 3rd Maori War,
Discharged in NZ in April 67
Received 81 Days confinement Oct - Dec 58
Transferred from 99th Rgt in Nov 55. Received 40 Days
confinement Oct - Dec 58. Left Rgt. in Tas 20 Jan 59
Posted to Ballarat 1854. Received 38 Days confinement
Oct - Dec 58. Deserted Sydney 1859, 23.3 yrs, 5'7", fresh
complexion, brown hair, grey eyes,
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Pte

George
MILLIGAN

Pte

Peter
REILLEY
Thomas
SMYTHE
George
TOWLER

Pte
Pte
Pte

James
REILLY

Enlisted Bethal Green, Middlesex 15 Mar 53, labourer, b
Westminster, branded "D" twice under left arm
Arrived on Lancashire Witch 1856. Received 58 Days
confinement Oct - Dec 58. Deserted at Sydney 1862
24.11yrs, 5'5", fresh complexion, light hair, grey eyes,
Enlisted Davenport 13 Feb 56, labourer, b St Lukes
London
Received 81 Days confinement Oct - Dec 58
Received 32 Days confinement Oct - Dec 58
Arrived Lancashire Witch 1856. Received 32 Days
confinement Oct - Dec 58. Invalided to UK from Sydney
Feb 1862
Received 50 Days confinement Jun- Aug 58. Later
promoted to Sgt. Daughter Mary Buried at Pt Arthur. He
at Eureka Stockade and 3rd Maori War. Returned to UK
from NZ

The Military Prison
Anglesea Barracks
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A Prisoners sketch of his cell
Image courtesy of TMAG

Heraldry Column
26th Light Horse (Tasmanian Mounted Infantry) Regiment

Image courtesy Richard D
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As a result of a reorganization of the Australian Military Forces (AMF) in 1912 the 12th ALH (see CF
no 5, 2015) was renamed the 26th Light Horse in Military Order 277 dated 1 July 1912.
The locations of the various parts of the organization were,
Headquarters
Launceston
Machine Gun Section
Longford
A Squadron
Wynyard, Ulverstone, Penguin, Sheffield, Wilmot, Deloraine and
Chudleigh
B Squadron
Longford, Bracknell, Ringarooma, Scottsdale, Fingal, St. Mary’s
Ross and Campbell Town
C Squadron
Hutton Park, Macquarie Plains, Oatlands, Swansea, Hobart, Brighton and
Cambridge
Camps were held in 1913 (Ross), 1914 (Mona Vale).

26th Light Horse de training at Ross 1914
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A restructure of the organization occurred in 1916 and the new locations were,
Headquarters
Launceston
Machine Gun Section
Evandale
A Squadron
Wynyard, Ulverstone, Sheffield
B Squadron
C Squadron

Deloraine, Longford, Ringarooma, Scottsdale
Hobart, Oatlands, Brighton and Ross

Following the war a further change occurred and a signal section was included in the organization,
Headquarters
Launceston
Signallers
Deloraine
Machine Gun Section
Evandale
A Squadron
Wynyard, Ulverstone, Sheffield
B Squadron
Deloraine, Longford, Ringarooma, Scottsdale
C Squadron
Stanley, Forest, Irishtown and Smithton
The AMF was to make further changes and the regiment was to be re named in 1921.
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Webbing Column – John L
Water Bottles and their Carriers in Australia
Part 1- 1788 - 1899

Image of L-R
Canteen Tin1750 – 1812, Water Bottle Wood 1812 General Service (x2 in centre), Water Bottle Wood
Cavalry
Photographed at Pine Rivers Museum Qld. 2015
The Canteen Tin would have been used by the early British Marines and Army soldiers stationed in
Australia. There are two variations found, one is “D” shaped. The width of the “D” varies from 2 3/4 – 3
inches. Other dimensions also vary (height of spout, the “D” and the Bottle). The carrier was a cord that
was knotted at one end and than passed through the 4 loops on the side and another knot tied at a place
to provide a suitable length for each individual. The stopper was a tapered wooden peg. These Canteens
can be regarded as rare.
The Water Bottle Wood 1812 was constructed like a barrel with staves held to the end caps by the
metal bands. They were normally only issued when on active service. Usually marked on the end cap
with either a G↑R (as the left one is) or B↑O (as the right one above is). Often units would paint their
Regimental numbers (and or Company insignia) or unit badge on a end cap. The stopper was a tapered
wooden peg similar in form to the string tensioner on a violin. A short length of cord attached the
stopper to the bottle. The carrier was a leather strap that passed around the circumference of the bottle
beneath the iron retaining loops. The Water Bottle Wood Cavalry is distinctive in that the metal bands
are further from the end of the staves which are well curves to prevent rubbing to the body of the wearer
when riding.
A Water Bottle Wood 1854 General Service superseded the 1812 model and was not dissimilar
although it was more consistent in its dimensions than the 1812. Its method of carriage was the same but
was always marked B↑O as the Board of Ordnance issued all camp stores. They too might be found
painted and marked with Unit insignia. This model was followed by the Water Bottle Wood 1862
General Service.
This model is very distinctive in that the staves are inletted into the head in a manner that creates a flush
finish at the edge of the head. There is no protrusion of the staves above the head. Again in all other
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respects the stopper and its retention, the carrying strap (although it might be buff or brown leather) is
similar to the previous model. It is described in the List of Changes in War Material 1862 No 505.

The next water container to be introduced was the Water Bottle, Italian 1874 which the British Army
adopted from the Italian Army. It appeared in the List of Changes in War Material 1 March 1874 No.
2559. A few months latter it was also approved for use by mounted troops. It was made from a solid
piece of timber with a threaded opening in the upper head to admit the metal filling cap to be screwed
in/out. This metal cap had a central hole into which a small wooden stopper fitted. In use the soldier
removed the wooden stopper and drank through the hole in the metal filling cap. The stopper was
attached to the filling cap (note hole on left of the filling cap above).
Iron bands were initially fitted top and bottom however late galvanised steel ones were used (as above).
A buff leather carrier for infantry was provided that was simply slung off a shoulder. Three variations of
carrier appeared (1874, 1886 and 1891) and in addition the carrier might be found in black leather (Rifle
Rgts.) or brown leather (Artillery and other units).
A variation of the carrier appeared in 1882 that had a spring clip riveted to the upper metal band. A buff
leather cover fitted over the spring clip and was held to the water bottle by a 16” buff leather strap
around the top of the bottle. The water bottle carried by simply slipping the spring clip over the belt.
This Mk II water bottle was declared obsolete in 1885 as the method of carriage proved unreliable. The
Mk I remained in service until the Boer War here in Australia. The above example found here in
Tasmania.
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The next water bottles were the Water Bottles Iron 1888, 1893, 1895 General Service. The 1895 is
shown above. The bottles were all similar in shape but each had a different spout arrangement.
The Mk1 1888 had a screw in metal cap with a tapered wooden plug, very alike the cap on the Italian
water bottle.
The Mk II 1893 also had a screw in metal cap with a knurled rim rather than the two protruding arm for
gripping when fastening/unfastening. It too had a tapered wooden plug to close the drinking hole in the
centre of the metal cap.
I am unaware if either of the Mark I or II water bottles have been noted in Australia and have not seen
any images that would support that having been the case.
The Mk III 1895 had a simple tapered cork stopper with metal caps top and bottom held in place with
an threaded eye bolt that passed through the centre of the cork. A nut at the bottom to secure it to the
cork and a chain attached to the eyelet at the top. The other end of the chain attached to one of the upper
metal sling loops. The blue enamelled iron body was covered in a drab felt.
All had a leather carrying strap in either buff, black or brown finish. The length of the strap varied for
Mounted troops. The example above was used by a Tasmanian in the Boer War. There are variations in
the diameter of the bottle but generally approximately 7 inches (178mm) and the thickness
approximately 2 inches (50mm).
One can see in this water bottle forerunner of the Water Bottle Pattern 1903 which will be discussed in
the next issue.

Arms Column – Steve W
War Office Pattern Military Trainer (WOP-Trainer)
1907 BSA .22 Long (single shot)
Tasmanian Issued
The War Office Pattern Miniature Service Rifle was designated to a design prepared for the
Government's War Office requirements for a lightweight miniature calibre training and target
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rifle for cadet and club use. Early versions were available in 297/.230-inch calibre for the
Morris cartridge and the later where available in .22 Long.
The pattern closely follows the current in service rifle configuration, however, the bolt has a
'mauser" style safety catch fitted to the rear, the stock has a pistol grip and short fore-arm,
terminating about eight inches from the muzzle with a tapered barrel.

1. 1907 War Office Pattern Trainer (bottom image)
2. 1910 No.2 Model Cadet and Scout Pattern rifle (top image)
The butt plate is made of brass with access for the storage of the in-service brass oil bottle. The pull thru
is of similar construction, however, the brass weight is sized to fit the relevant .22 calibre.
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1. 1907 War Office Pattern Trainer (right image)
2. 1910 No.2 Model Cadet and Scout Pattern rifle (left image)
The sights represent a military pattern with the backsight having vertical adjustment by means of a slide
resting upon an inclined ramp and lateral adjustment is achieved by means of a screw. The front sight is
protected by a neatly designed hinged cover. The radius between the sights is 18 inches. The rifle is
fitted with swivels and sling similar to those of the Service arm.
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1. 1907 War Office Pattern Trainer (bottom image)
2. 1910 No.2 Model Cadet and Scout Pattern rifle (top image)

1. 1907 War Office Pattern Trainer (bottom image)
2. 1910 No.2 Model Cadet and Scout Pattern rifle (top image)
This WOP Trainer has been stock marked with a stamped roundel "COMMONWEALTH MILITARY
FORCES" and a board arrow (↑) and 6 for issue to (6th Military District - Tasmania) has the rack
markings of 44.
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No.2 Model Cadet and Scout Pattern rifle
1910 BSA .22 Long (single shot)
Tasmanian Issued
(Steve W Collection)
BSA produced several variants in line with the WOP-Trainer in both 297/230 and .22 long for sale to
the public and defence. This version is the No2 Cadet and Scout Pattern variant in .22 long. It varies
mainly in that it is fitted with a lengthened fore-end woodwork and a single front barrel-band. Bolt
actuation is similar to the WOP-Trainer, however, there is no safety lever, but the bolt can be cocked
by pulling the bolt cocking piece to the rear when the bolt is in the closed position, as like a SMLE.
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1. 1907 War Office Pattern Trainer (right image)
2. 1910 No.2 Model Cadet and Scout Pattern rifle (left image)
The rear sight only has elevation adjustment for the firer and the front sight has a fixed post
arrangement, similar to a small target rifle of the period. The BSA catalogue of the period offers a
special open back sight (Australian Cadet Pattern) which allows the firer vertical and lateral screw
adjustments.
This rifle has butt markings and a Department of Defence (D↑D) and board arrow with 6 for issue to
(6th Military District - Tasmania) and has the rack markings of 66.
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Both rifles are in extremely good condition with near perfect bores. It is unusual to see two variants of
similar specifications; both Tasmanian issue and having very close rack numbers.

Edged Weapons Column
Your contribution would be most welcome members.

Artillery Column
What is an EFC?
A Definition
A way of recording and estimating barrel wear, from mid WW2 range tables tabulated the relationships
between muzzle velocity (MV) loss, measured wear and Equivalent Full Charges (EFC).
Each propellant charge causes a different amount of wear, very little by the lowest charge a gun used
rather more for its highest charge. 1 EFC usually represented one round from the highest normal charge
used by a particular type of gun, lower charges were 'worth' less than one, super charges more. In some
24

cases EFC values varied with the propellant type. The number of rounds fired at each charge was
recorded in a gun's Gun History Document and gave the total EFC’s fired, which indicated when a full
examination was needed and enabled a revised MV to be calculated.
There are three basic types of ammunition.
 Fixed – the projectile and cartridge case are married at the factory with an un- variable propellant
charge
 Separated – the projectile and charge are never together. In large artillery pieces the projectile is
rammed “home” and the desired number of charge bags placed in the chamber behind.
Obturation is obtained with a sealing method that forms part of the breech block. A means of
ignition is then used to ignite the propellant and is normally external to the chamber. The 25
Pounder Gun Howitzer is slightly different in that the projectile is rammed home and the case
containing the required charge bags is inserted in to the breech. The case which provides rear
obturation also contains the primer. There is a gap between the mouth of the case and the base of
the projectile.
 Semi fixed – the case contains the primer and all the charge bags, which may be joined together.
The Ammunition number will be instructed by the No 1 what the charge is and the Ammunition
number will remove all bags in excess of that number, lay them on the case, insert the projectile
onto the case and place the assembled round in a cradle behind the breech.
 On “load” the No 1 will remove the excess bags checking that the right charge has been loaded
and the round is fed into the breech.

Shown above are Charge bags 3 – 7 from an M2A2 Howitzer.
The fire mission required Charge 2 as the target was at short range. Maximum range would require all 7
charge bags.
The wear rate is calculated and the tube inspected at each quarter of its “life” and measurements taken at
varying places in the bore. If extreme wear is found the tube is “provisionally condemned” (PC) and the
inspection reports forwarded to higher command. A decision at this level might confirm the
condemnation or allow a further restricted number of EFC’s to be fired at which point another
examination takes place.
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From a 1940 US Artillery Gun Book
Note Zone = charge
Re: the M2 Howitzer - 3x Zone/Charge 6 rounds = 1 x Zone 7 round
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Form EME 30
This inspection carried out on Gun No. 01 – 021 on its return from Viet Nam
Note the EFC’s fired, 6426.75
The actual number of rounds fired would exceed this number as most would be of a lesser charge.
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Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards
A Black War or Frontier War Memorial, should we have one?

Our island state has a rich heritage that reaches back some thousands of years which our archaeologists
have been bringing to light in recent years. Part of that history is very contentious to both the indigenous
and European Tasmanians. It is seldom spoken of except by historians and the indigenous community.
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Of course I am speaking of the period 1803 – 1842 when conflict between the two peoples almost led to
the demise of the native people. Nicholas Clements in his Doctoral thesis, Frontier Conflict in Van
Diemen’s Land 20135 has identified from European records that,
 186 labourers killed, 187 wounded
 30 settlers killed, 26 wounded
 3 soldiers killed, 5 wounded
 In excess of 400 incidents of harassment
 219 aboriginals recorded killed
This conflict led to the largest military operation in Australia’s history (on home soil) – The Black Line.
Some of the memorials to European deaths can still be found in country cemetery’s such as that shown
above at Campbell Town. Thomas Rawlins and Edward Green were convict assigned servants
husbanding their master’s sheep. Their deaths led, like many others, to retribution and a massacre of a
large number of aboriginals the details of which in this instance are known from the diary of James
George6 who recalled the subsequent events to these two deaths. “Some score of men, Constables,
Soldiers, and Civilians, and Prisoners or assigned servants, who fell in with the natives when they was
going to their Breakfast. They Fired volley after volley in among the Blackfellows, they reported killing
some two score”. These deaths are not recorded. Many of the Aboriginal deaths occurred prior to the
declaration of Martial Law when any unlawful killing would result in a charge of murder.
This incident was far from unusual and the number of aboriginal deaths is now hidden in the mists of
time. As most of the conflict occurred through the Midlands of Tasmania I am of the belief that both
black and white Tasmanians should acknowledge all the deaths in a memorial that could be located
some where in the Midlands.
What do you think?

Book Reviews and Useful websites
The Military Museum of Tasmania still has some copies of Barrack Hill which have been reduced to
$40. This hard covered book is section bound, has a dust jacket and its 238 pages include many images
previously unpublished. It won the Print industry award for the best produced book in 2012.
It details the history of Australia’s oldest continually occupied Barracks.
If you live outside of Hobart and would like a copy please contact the Editor to discuss delivery
arrangements.
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See also his book “The Black War”, 2014
The diary is held by the Oatlands District Historical Society, see their Chronicle No 2 2002, also
“The Tasmanian Aborigines”, Lyndall Ryan 2012; “Van Diemen’s Land”, James Boyce 2008; “The
Black War”, Nicholas Clements, 2014
6
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Re Enactments

Karl, John, David, Kelvin and John
At the Finish Line of the Sydney - Hobart Yacht Race 2015
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